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                                Together, we can make the future a better place
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                            RIBA House of Architecture

                            Find out more about House of Architecture - a transformative programme that will focus on our architectural collections, upgrades to our digital technology, and sensitive, essential refurbishment and restoration of 66 Portland Place in London
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                            Raise the Roof: Building for Change

                            Opening on 27 April, this exhibition explores the narratives and attitudes embedded within the fabric of RIBA’s headquarters at 66 Portland Place in London by unpacking themes such as gender, race and imperialism through a series of new and exciting creative works
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                            Royal Gold Medal 2024 celebration with Lesley Lokko

                            Tickets are available now for this year's ceremony with live performances, exhibitions, art installations and Royal Gold Medallist 2024 Lesley Lokko's acceptance speech titled - Architecture: a love letter
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                            How can FAME architects overcome barriers in the profession?

                            The founder of FAME Collective (Female Architects of Minority Ethnic) argues that changes in education and the workplace are needed to better represent our diverse culture within the built environment
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                            Practice in a box: Best-practice tools for architects

                            Explore essential guidance, tools, and resources for architecture practice and project management
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                            Can age-inclusive architecture and design offer solutions for the high street?

                            Learn more about why architects should take a leading role in designing for later living communities (Article exclusive to RIBA Members)
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                    Get matched with the right architect for your project
                


                
                    We will help you find the right architect from the RIBA’s membership of more than 4,100 accredited Chartered Practices. RIBA practices are professional and quality‑assured with a world‑class reputation for excellence.
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                                    24 April 2024, 6.30pm to 8.30pm
                                    The London Society 2024 Banister Fletcher Lecture: Indy Johar

                                    The London Society 2024 Banister Fletcher Lecture presented by Indy Johar, architect and co-founder of Architecture 00 and Dark Matter Labs at 66 Portland Place

                                    England - London
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                                    25 April 2024, 6pm to 8pm
                                    RIBA+VitrA: Rethink Boundaries

                                    Join us for the launch of the 2024 RIBA+VitrA talks, as Kim Herforth Nielsen of Danish architectural practice 3XN discusses their revolutionary Quay Quarter Tower.

                                    England - Northwest
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                                    27 April 2024, 11am to 4pm
                                    Family Fun Day: RIBA Building Birthday Bash

                                    Join us as we celebrate the RIBA headquarters 90th Birthday year through hands-on creative activities with a free event for families.

                                    England - London
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                        Discover over 120,000 RIBA Collections images on RIBApix

                    Find RIBA Collections images on RIBApix, our online image library. Images are available to download, purchase or license
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                        Flexible Big Roof keeps camping charity’s options open

                    Invisible Studio and Mole Architects have designed a simple but flexible ‘big roof’ that makes an affordable work and storage space for charity Forest School Camps
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            Join RIBA


            
                RIBA, its members and its practices are the collective voice of architecture. If you are a professional architect, a representative of a practice, a student of architecture, or if you work in a related industry, visit our Membership page.
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